- Aborigines Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Antarctic Expedition Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Apprentice indenture, Charles Goodfellow Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Architectural Plans Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Art Collection Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Barnard family papers Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Bequests and Memorial funds index: Royal Society Collection.
- Birds of Tasmania Index: Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
- Bishopric of Calcutta 1814 Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Botanical Gardens Index: Royal Society Collection.
- British Journals and pamphlets c. 1640-1800 Index: Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
- Camouflage [1940] Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Captain William Walker Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Castra settlement Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Catalogue of Tasmanian Insects Index: Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
- Congregational Church Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Cook Bicentenary Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Correspondence - Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Correspondence and botanical notes of Leonard Rodway (1853-1936) Index: Royal Society Collection.
• *Derwent Bank & Swanston letter books Index: Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.*

• *Derwent Bank & Swanston letter books Index: Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.*

• *Devon Permanent Committee Index: Royal Society Collection.*

• *Diaries and letters of George Thomas William Blamey Boyes (1787-1853) Index: Royal Society Collection.*

• *Diaries of T & J M Hudspeth Index: Royal Society Collection.*

• *Diaries, photographs and scrapbooks of the Mitchell Family of Lisdillon Index: Royal Society Collection.*

• *Diary of Robert Knopwood, 1804, 1814-1836 Index: Royal Society Collection.*

• *Dock plans Index. Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.*

• *Donations and Accessions Index. Royal Society Collection.*

• *E.S. Hall Medical & Vital Statistics 1856 Index: Royal Society Collection.*

• *Edward Lord Index: Royal Society Collection.*

• *Eric D B Hortin Bequest Index: Royal Society Collection.*

• *Exhibition Awards, Paris Exhibition 1855, Sydney/Melbourne Exhibitions 1880-88 Index. Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.*

• *Expedition to the source of the Derwent Index: Royal Society Collection.*

• *Ferns Index. Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.*

• *Fiji Times, Bulawayo Sketch Index. Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.*

• *Financial Records Index. Royal Society Collection.*

• *Fishes of Tasmania - List and Drawings - Index. Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.*

• *Francis Hartwell Index: Royal Society Collection.*

• *Franklin Papers Index: Royal Society Collection.*

• *Gatehouse Family 1856-57 Index: Royal Society Collection.*
Special & Rare Collections
The Royal Society of Tasmania Deposit
Finding Guide

- George Martin Letter Index: Royal Society Collection.
- George Meredith correspondence Index: Royal Society Collection.
- George Meredith diaries Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Giblin Letters Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Glenorchy Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Gold digging, Victoria Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Grant of land to Henry Hayes, 1805 Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Graves Index: Royal Society Collection.
- H.T Whick, Musician Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Hayes family correspondence Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Historic English Newspapers 18th and 19th centuries Index. Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
- Historical notes Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Historical Notes Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Hobart Maternal & Dorcas Society Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Hobart Town Turkish Bath Co. Ltd. Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Hookey Letters Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Hull family of Glenorchy Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Irish exiles 1851-1859 Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Irish exiles Index: Royal Society Collection.
- J.M. Harrison Index: Royal Society Collection.
- James Backhouse Correspondence 1831-1838 Index: Royal Society Collection.
- James Backhouse Walker Index: Royal Society Collection.
Special & Rare Collections
The Royal Society of Tasmania Deposit
Finding Guide

- James Erskine Calder miscellaneous papers Index: Royal Society Collection.
- James Wilson Agnew Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Jeffery, M  Molesworth Jeffery Index: Royal Society Collection.
- John Ingle Index. Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
- John Loring Index: Royal Society Collection.
- John Smith of Liverpool Mercury Index, Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
- John Watt Beattie Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Kew 1808 Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Key List of Tasmanian Birds, Index. Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
- Knopwood letters, correspondence relating to “Cottage Green" Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Knopwood sermons Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Land grant 1805 Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Largebaan & Kenmore Estates Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Launceston & Western railway Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Letter from Michael Maxwell Shaw to William Boyer about the ’Castra' settlement Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Library Index. Royal Society Collection.
- List of Tasmanian Fish Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Log of schooner 'Lavinia' Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Log of the brig 'Jupiter' Index. Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
- Macarthur Papers Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Macquarie Harbour Reports & Returns 1846-7 Index: Royal Society Collection.
• Maps index. Royal Society Collection.
• Marriage affidavits Index: Royal Society Collection.
• Mary Ann Cox Index: Royal Society Collection.
• Meteorological Abstracts Index: Royal Society Collection.
• Meteorological data, 1841 - 1854 Index: Royal Society Collection.
• Military training Index: Royal Society Collection.
• Mining Engineering Drawings Index. Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
• Mining report by Percy Carr 1905-1907 Index: Royal Society Collection.
• Minutes, papers and accounts of St Mary's Hospital (1841-1863) Index: Royal Society Collection.
• Miscellaneous Convict and Legal Material 1830 - 1860 Index: Royal Society Collection.
• Miscellaneous Franklin Papers Index: Royal Society Collection.
• Miscellaneous items Index. Royal Society Collection.
• Miscellaneous Manuscripts Index: Royal Society Collection.
• Miscellaneous manuscripts Tasmanian museum Index: Royal Society Collection.
• Miscellaneous Newspapers Index. Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
• Miscellaneous papers and records of John Walker (1799-1874) Index: Royal Society Collection.
• Miscellaneous papers- Harrisson bequest Index: Royal Society Collection.
• Miscellaneous papers of Rev. Robert Knopwood (1763-1838) Index: Royal Society Collection.
• Miscellaneous Tasmanian newspapers Index. Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
• Montagu - Franklin Correspondence Index: Royal Society Collection.
• Mount Bischoff Tin Mining Company Index. Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
• Museum Index. Royal Society Collection.
- Napoleon Bonaparte Printed bulletins, extracts from newspapers, proclamations 1812, 1815. Index. *Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.*


- National Trust Acts Index: *Royal Society Collection.*


- Norfolk Island Garrison book and journal Index: *Royal Society Collection.*

- Notes and Theatre Programmes Index: *Royal Society Collection.*

- Official circulars, invitations and programmes of John Stokell Dodds (1848-1914) Index: *Royal Society Collection.*

- Oldham papers Index: *Royal Society Collection.*

- Orchestral Union 1866 - 1872 Index: *Royal Society Collection.*

- Palace Theatre Index: *Royal Society Collection.*

- Pamphlets Index: *Royal Society Collection.*


- Papers of George Thomas William Blarney Boyes (1787-1853) Index: *Royal Society Collection.*

- Papers of Joseph Hone Index: *Royal Society Collection.*

- Papers of Sir John and Lady Franklin Index: *Royal Society Collection.*

- Papers of Wilfred Hugh Hudspeth Index: *Royal Society Collection.*


- Personal Papers of John Watt Beattie (1859 - 1930) Index: *Royal Society Collection.*


- Port Arthur land sales 1889 Index: *Royal Society Collection.*
Special & Rare Collections
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- Port Arthur Plans Index, Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
- Proclamation to Aborigines Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Proclamation to Aborigines Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Public notices Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Publications, proceedings etc Index, Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
- R.D Blackmore Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Records - Index, Royal Society Collection.
- Registers of Fellows and Members - Index, Royal Society Collection.
- Richmond Police Magistrate Court and Court of Requests Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Royal Society of Tasmania, Northern Branch Records 1934-1974 Index, Royal Society Collection.
- Royal Warrants of Francis Smith Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Sales particulars 1853-1854 Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Salmoniana, Index, Royal Society Collection.
- Scrap Book Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Scrap book of news clippings 1901-1910 Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Scrapbook of Theatre Royal programmes, news clippings 1949 - 1959 Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Sections and Committees Index, Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
- Sermon by Rev. Robert Knopwood on 'The treacherous nature of flattery' 14th September, 1828 Index: Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
- Shipping insurance averages, 1857-1860 Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Ship's Accounts 1812 Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Ship's Log 1812-1815 Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Sir Ernest Clark Bequest Index: Royal Society Collection.
Special & Rare Collections
The Royal Society of Tasmania Deposit
Finding Guide

- Sir Richard Owen Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Song of the Aborigines of Van Diemens Land Index: Royal Society Collection.
- St. David's Cemetery 1922 Index: Royal Society Collection.
- St. George's society correspondence Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Stokell family papers Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Subscription list for a plate to be presented to George Taylor of Valleyfield Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Tasman Memorial Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Tasmania and Sydney Ship News 1803 - 1831 Index. Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
- Tasmanian Aboriginal Vocabulary Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Tasmanian Catholic Standard, 1867 - 1869 Index. Royal Society Collection.
- Tasmanian Code of Signals, correspondence and extracts from Capt. Charles O'Hara Booth's diary Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Tasmanian Plants in the UK. Index. Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
- Tasmanian Society Index. Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
- Testimonial Letters Index: Royal Society Collection.
- The Derwent Star and Van Diemen's Land Intelligencer, 3 Apr. 1810 Index. Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
- The Diaries of Rev. Robert Knopwood (1763-1838)Index: Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
- The Montagu - Stephens dispute, 1842 Index: Royal Society Collection.
- The Tasmanian Aborigine' Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Theatre Royal Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Thomas Crouch Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Views of Hobart Index. Royal Society of Tasmania Collection.
Special & Rare Collections

The Royal Society of Tasmania Deposit

Finding Guide

- W.A Pearce Index: Royal Society Collection.
- Waterhouse Trading Index: Royal Society Collection.
- William Alfred Pearce diary, ships log and letters Index: Royal Society Collection.
- William Gunn Index: Royal Society Collection.
- William Harris (Harrison) Index: Royal Society Collection.
- William Lyttleton Index: Royal Society Collection.